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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following tools is described below?
It is a set of tools that are used for sniffing passwords, e-mail, and HTTP traffic. Some of its tools
include arpredirect, macof, tcpkill, tcpnice, filesnarf, and mailsnarf. It is highly effective for
sniffing both switched and shared networks. It uses the arpredirect and macof tools for
switching across switched networks. It can also be used to capture authentication information
for FTP, telnet, SMTP, HTTP, POP, NNTP, IMAP, etc.
A. Dsniff
B. Libnids
C. Cain
D. LIDS
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When a switch is added to a stack, which switch automatically configures the new switch with
the correct IOS?
A. slave
B. peer
C. master
D. adjacent
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are designing a distributed application that will be deployed to 5,000 users worldwide.
Servers on five continents will host the Web services and the Microsoft SQL Server 2008
databases that support the application.
You have the following requirements:
You need to recommend a strategy for reporting error information.
Which strategy should you recommend?
A. Write error messages to the SQL Server databases. Synchronize the databases by using
transactional replication.
B. Write error messages to the event logs on the local computers. Use Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) to view the error information.
C. Write error messages to the event logs on the local computers. Use Windows Error Reporting
to view the error information.
D. Write error messages to the SQL Server databases. Synchronize the databases by using
merge replication.
Answer: C
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